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Vol . IX No. 5

The Thomas Jefferson University

Student New,spaper

February 5, 1979

{s this fit to pn"nt?

NO NEWS AT JEFF
. By John
Welch
No news is good news. It
also descr ibes to a close degree the state of affairs at
Jefferso n for the past few
weeks. In order to better
illustrate this point our news
staff compiled the following
non-news items from every
corne r of the un ivers ity and
surroun ding community . In
desperation, we eve n se nt
one reporter as far as Casablan<;:a for a story. Here,
then , is the result of our dilige nce :
Fi rst, Dr. Aponte , chairman of the Pathology department , did not suffer a
heart ·attack last month as
of 65 in Fall Path . This was widely rumored. What
student
is
apparently did happen is that while givworking through his aca- · Ing a lecture presentation in
demi c diffi c ulties .
the New York area he beDo students not projected came dizzy, lost consciousto be in danger of failing ness for a few momen ts and
actually fail the boards? A collapsed behind the lee-

this reporter talked with Dr.·
Aponte last week he seemed
to be in both good health
and his usual good spirits
Se co nd , in a related non new.; item, we have been
able to squash the rumor that
Ed
Sekula of patholo gy
handout fame will take over
as chairman of the Patholog·y
department . Thi s speculation
started minutes after rumors
of Dr . Aponte's impen ding
death spread across the campus. W e have been ab le to
confirm, however, that it was
Ed who wa s seen wheeling a
cart with metal desk on it
down 'th e middle of 10th
street last month with two
other
unidentified
companioos . In a scene that
would have' made the three
stooges proud , Ed, ran a red
light at th e corner of 10th
and Walnut and then proceeded to snag a wheel of

to participate i n a Selfby George Coar
In June of th is year, the Assessment Program which
sophomore medical students con sists of question s simuwill be -taking part I of the lating those- asked by the
National Boards, a measure boards but constructed by
of the student' s adeptness in the Jefferson faculty, from
various
disciplines,
the basic sciences and the -the
most important test o't his which th~ - st~~~~~;~~~~i#ljl~~,.,.lfilfii.it!iJilfl~llllllll!i!Jl~~i,ilil--..
Wll!ll..........._....IMl!l~ijii.!!lll!llliiillii...,.~
claims
these
ti o n in New Yor ,
t ere y
sp1 mg
e
first two year s of medical on a com puter. The a n swer s-. Canella
explained
afteF the st udents usua lly have a pro- had t he driver of his rented " hot" d es k into the middle of
school. It is not only impor- are
blem other than academic limousine drive him back to the intersection . The accitant in the ·aforementioned student gives his response .
What
about
students
who
ones
as the reason . Examples Philadelphia and directly to dent and resulting traffic jam
sense, but also because' a
Jefferson student is requ.i red are not projected to fail? Dr . are illness, family problems, Jefferson where he was ad- was witnessed by a group of
Associate Dean,· or relationship problems .
mitted for observation. . After
Jefferson students namely
to pass this exam before he Canel la ,
explains
that
,"any
student
Why
such
a
high
number
two
days
of
intensive
tests,
Chris
Rosko, ·
John
can enter the third year of his
who
at
Jefferson
has.
mainof
failures
last
year?
One
Dr
.
Aponte
discharged
h
im
Radomski
,
Steve
Robb,
Greg
medical education . Much
[Continued on page 7]
concern has been expressed tained grades of 75 or better reason is that the academic self and w ent home . Wh en
records of last year' s class
about the National Boards, in each discipline , not just an
but how much does the av etage of 75, who ha s no were lower than previous
probl-ems · and
years Cu rves were greater,
typi cal
medi ca l
studen-t personal
spends
an
adequate
amount
and there was grade inflaknow7
tion. A seco nd reason is that
The National Boards are of studyi ng time, shou ld
graded on a sca le of 200 to · .have no. problems passing the curved , a'nd not raw,
sc ores were us ed as the path 800 with 500 being a mean the National Boards ." What
is
adequate
studying
time?
ology
component in making
The Faculty Curricu~lum Development,
Internal
sc ore. A total score of 380 is
feels that
projections . Dr . Conella al- Committee debated the four Medicine ,
Neurosciences
co nsidered passing . Seven Dean Canella
basic sciences are Jested : about ten days shoul·d be so explained that 28 of the 32 week vs. six week seniq,r and Human Behavior) to reAnato my,
· Biochemi'.:;try, appro'piat~ considering that retaking' the boards passed, block issue for more than quir_e students to take three
Physiology ,
Pathology, up to this point the student often increasi ng their s~ores two hours at its January 26 consecutive 4 week blocks
by over 100 points.
m eeting , before it vote_d · within
their major. This
Microbiology,
Pharma- · is studying on a daily basis,
learning
If a student has apprehen - down a motion on the floor would permit the programs
cology,
and
Behavioral assimilating .and
material, not just cramming
sions, what can he do? Stu - that woul-d have created 4 to maintain the 12 weeks of
Sciences .
Conella dents who are concerned week blocks in t he senior time presently spent in their
The Office of Medical for an exam . Dr.
about the National Boards year. Because of the close- clerkships . The motion sugEducation uses a process stresses that student~ · who
.each year to detect students score in the 68-75 range in · are welcomed at the Office ness of the vote, the FCC im- gested that the required
of Medical Education, which mediately passed a motion basic science block (presentwho are considered in danger their studies at Jefferson
should
have
some
apprehenis located on the main floor directing Dr. Canella to con- ly,6 weeks long with ten stuof not passing the boards . ·
about
taki'ng
the
of the College Building . Dr . tact the departmental hP.ads dent-faculty contact hours
Mr . Jon Veloski stated that sjons
the
procedure
involves boards, as there ' is a distinct Carter Zeleznik - is willing to of all the clinical and basic per week) be shortened to 4
help any student with ques- sciences to . ascertain their weeks, but that the contact
taking the final grade in Cell possibility that they could
fail.
Dr
.
Canella
·
also
stres·
tions
he or she might have . positions on . this proposal
hours be increased to 15 per
and Tissue, the final grade in
Structure and- Function, -the sed concern over students He plans _to conduct a two- and other possible compro- week, thereby maintaining
sess.ion workshop in early m'ise proposals. At the FCC the . present 60 hour total.
grade in Spring Path , and the who seem to have a downward
trend
in
their
academic
.
March
designed to acquaint meeting in February, Dr. · This year's senior students
raw score in the Fall Path
record
.
'For
example,
·
a
students_
with procedures for Conella's new · data will be could choose three electives
· final, and by appropriately
weighing each of these student receives an 80 in taking the National Boards. presented, after which the 4 (each six weeks long), only
factors, a predicted figure is Biochem followed by a 76 in Those interested should con- week vs . 6 week senior block one of which could be spent
derived : When these figures Structure & Function, , and tact him ·at extension 8907 . issue will be debated and vo- away' from Jefferson. The deAlso, the National · Boards .ted on for the last time this feated proposal would have
are compared with the past then proceeds to score 7-5 in
information academ ic year.
increased the_ number of
performances on the Boards spring Path and only has a publishes an
booklet which gives the stuThe motion that was de- electives to five (each 4
of st.u dents with similar - raw score of 49 on the Fall
academic profiles, a pro- Path final (mean of 60) is a dent some ~ ideas of ~~at to feated would have divided weeks long) . In addition,
study.
·
the senior year into nine four students would have been
jection of the board score is discouraging sign. ·
An encouraging sign is a
In summary, what should week blocks (presently there permitted to take two elecmade.
For the students with a student who . shows an im- be the student's concerns7 are six -six week blocks) . The tives away from Jefferson .
Dr . Canella
feels . that a proposal permitted each of '
projected board score which proving performance , for
example,
69
in
Biochem
,
74
false
panic
was
created by the five senior track proJohn W . Smith II
may be considered failure or
last year's· results. Students grams
Class of 1981 representative
(Family Medicine ,
borderline passing (approxi- in Structure & Function, 78 in
[Continued on page 3]
Surgery,
Growth
and
mately 420) have been asked Spring Path and a raw score

lllll...

Four Week Blocks

BLOCKED

1
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the Movie ." Like last year's
"Star Wars / ' this is ample tribute to the advancement.of
Hollywood technology . The
by Richard Yelovich
- same is true to a lesser plot appears to be lifted from
When man first began to degree with music , art , and several of the comic books,
interpret his world through motion pictures .
and the characterizations
artistic
medium , he
By their economic magni - follow suit. The special
an
necessarily spawned a sym- tude and widespread appeal, effects ,
·however,·
are
biotic relationship with those movies seem to receive the · uniquely stunning, especially
who judged his work. The most
attention .
When the opening scene on Kryprole of the critic as public members of the industry ton,
Superman's home .
evaluator has been casually · mingle with critics , the
Marlon Brando and Gene
'dismissed
at
best,
and invoJvement often smacks of Hackman
provide
their
severely maligned in less patrb nage . Witness Time names to attract a wide
pacific times. In 1711, Alex- m<;tgazine 's
three
page audience,
and
unknown
ander Pope wrote his s.earing hosanna · on " Close
En- Christopher Reev.es delivers a
Essay on Criticism which gar- counters of the Third Kind
relaxed,
enjoyable
per- :J
/Jt >· . . .•. . ·.
.
nered the respect of his col- last year . While superlati ves formance as The Man of ·. 8
President Bluemle rece~tiy ~ddressed The Ethical Society on "Lying
leagues and the enduring flourished, · the readers were Steel and his alias, Clark
to Patien·ts"
wrath of certain critics with kept at a distance concernin g Kent. John Williams' ("Star
lines like : "Some have at first Time' s investment in th e f i lm Wars, " " Close Encounters")
for
wits
then
poets and
percentage
of
the soundtrack soars with Superpassed/turned critics next profits. Recently, the makers man through the clouds and
and proved plain fools at of " Superman offered a bit the result is two and one-half
last. "
part to Rex Reed . His four- hours of sheer comic book
Even today many artists · star -ratin g now graces every fun coupled with. visual and
by Mark Rubin
come to have free drinks ,
are themselves involved :n advertisement for the picture acoustic delight.
Maintaining an objectjve socialize with friends and
writing criticism and vice from coast to coast .
You can count on more of view while writing about the coll eagues, or discuss ethics,
versa . Book reviews are regu- _ The influence o f a critic these splashy extravaganzas
success of a " labor of love" is the Jefferson Ethical Society
larly written by struggling or cannot be underestimated . in the future . The sequel was
not easy , so please bear with · welcome s you with ope n
successful
novelists . The In his . heyday as New York filmed
along
with
the
me ~
arms .. We hope to see you
Times theater critic, Clive original for a cool 75 million
February marks the four February 16 when Dr . Laird
Barnes could virtually close a doHar combined pricetag . A month anniversary of the
Jackson will be the featured
show overnight with a nega- word of caution to the guys; · newly resurfaced . Jefferson speaker .
tive review . . When Rolling the price of admission is Ethical Society . Judging by
· Storie music editor Dave $4.00,· your date ·will un- the overwhelming response
Marsh
speaks,
turntahles . doubtably be ga-ga over to date, the society can look
· stop and the rock world Superman, and you most forward to weU over four
. listens. And everyone reads likely will be asked to fly her months of existence iri the
the
film
critic's
critic,
home .
·
future . Each of the three
Pauline Kael of th~ · New
Next up is " Halloween" , a meetings held since NovemYorker. It must be remem - perverse low-budget picture ber has been attended by
· by Richard Yelovich
that
professional · that concentrates on scaring over · one hundred students
. bered
AEROS
,
the
Jefferson
- critics
are
extensively you silly in the hope that you and faculty. It is with great
literary
magazine
,
is
extend· educated, thoroughly know- won 't recognize its inconsis- pride that the society boasts
ing its deadline to March 1,
ledgeable spokesmen who tencies . The story involves a of over 80 dues paying memwith a projected issue for the
· possess a sol id data base six year old boy who fatally bers.
first w e ek of May . A ll fo rm s
JEFFERSON OFFICE
from which to draw their k nifes his sister on Hal Why ha s the society done of original creative works are
1023 C~estnut Street
· inferences and conclusions . loween. After being locked so well and achieved such
eligible for publication ' i.e .
.· Others can only be regarded up 'for fiftee·n years, he lotty goals? It· may well be
poetry, prose, short stories,
as
·highly
opinionated escapes on , the day before due to the famous "homeessays, photography, sketCome in and arrange tor
amateurs embodying enough
Halloween and returns to his grown talent" which has adches . The magazine was
gall to succeed in publishing hometown with more than dressed the meetings, i .e .
24 hour banking with
resurrec ted last year to pro· their viewpoints . ~
trick or treating on his mind . Ors . Brent, Vogel, and 1·ast vide a necessary literary outBanking Unlimited.
Which leads me unqualify- Donald Pleasance is his but not least, , Bluemle. let for the many creative
,0,. AOEUTY BANK ingly -but without hesitation psychiatrist who ramble s Others attribute the success p12ople in the Jefferson com - ·
\II
.\k mr..-r 11>1 1
: into a review of "Superman,
through the film claiming he to the stimulating ethical mun ity . Last year's issue was
has seen the devil lurking issues presented , a,nd the well received and several
behind the . boy's eyes in occasionally heated debates copie s are circulating around
quiet anticipation of this that they invoke . I prefer to the Commons should anyone
night .
think . ©f these reasons · a5 desire to examine the format.
· There are some frightening contributory factors, - with It should be noted that ALL
moments but ·the movie is ·the major reason for success Jefferson affiliates are enhardly horrific. Much credit being
the
superb · press couraged to .c ontribute to the
should
be given fo a superbly coverage I've given the so-. magazine. This year's reSt.'~
suspenseful soundtrack that ciety . Whatever the ·reason, sponse has been fairly good
· sustains
your
attention the society has fared very with the notable exception of
during much of a film that well.
·
the ·freshman medical col- .
OPEN MON- SAT
DELIVERY 4 -10PM
lacks substance and crediFor those of you who have lege class . Surely the Class of
11 :00 AM - 10:00 PM
922-6905
bility . There is one -terrific managed to maint~in your '82 must house some 'literati
scene where the killer .dis- ignorance of the society's capable of gracing the pages
poses of the boyfriend down- .existence, I'll give .you a brief of AEROS . It would be disstairs, dons a white sheet and precis . The Ethical Society is . tressing not to have the class
· returns to the bedroom. The a group of students and represented
because
of
pretty young thing in bed , faculty who . get together apathy as opposed to lack of
thinking him to be her boy- once a month with a sub- talent .
·
friend, begins th.e coy exhi- stantial quantity of ·alcohol,
If there are any questions
bition ,of herself that really and then try to solve the or material to be submitted,
gets the killer's pumpkin ethical problems of the uni- see Andrea Jordan (Box 357)
glowing . ·Alas,: her burlesque verse . Th is heady task is or Richard Yelovich (Box
career is considerably shor- accomplished via a reason- 845) .
Boutique • Cleaners •- Tailor
tened .
.
ably short address to the
Combining Profess~onal Dry Cleaning with
The ending is only slightly group by a famed speaker
a Men's and Women's Boutique-Featuring less bizarre and conveniently followed by discussions until
leaves the possibility of a the alcohol runs out. The atSASSON - - SANTA CRUZ - / FOX RUN sequel to fi II our Octobers mosphere is informal and the
FRENCH ACCENT
with screams of fright .
speakers are encouraged to
Two University of Illinois
. drink heavily so they will be researchers reported that
more inclined to reveal their Americans are overweight by
true feelings.
2.3 billion pounds . They calUnderlying the joviality of culated that 50 million men
the society is a very serious and 60 million women need
Professional Insurance Service To
theme- considering ethical to lose weight. If these exproblems that many of · us cess pounds were shed, the
The Entire Jefferson Community
will have to face in the fu- equivalent of 1.3 billion gallons of gasoline would be the
ture .
Suite 1921
The society- tries to give total energy saving. Keeping
3 Penn Center Plaza
everyone the opportunity to this weight off could supply
564-0550
get as much out of a meeting four major U .S. cities with
Ph ila., Penna. 19102
as they want . So whether you electricity .

Superman Soars
· But. Pumpkin Rots-

11

11

No tnatter
what
bankin
. g
services
you need,
Fidelity _
has thetn.

ETHANOLICS

WANTED:
LITERATI

Luna's Sandvvich & Pizza
steaks, hoagies, fried' chicken,
shrimp and flounder
255 S. 10th
Around the corner from Jeff Hall

Fat For Fuel

Mendolsohn - Lu.beck & Co.

Georgtt-H. Lubeck. - ~L.U.

February 5, 1979
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- WHAT'S-HAPPENING :,

~-~-------------------~-----,

MOBILE MEDICAL SERVICES, lllC.

'•·

by George Coar
ailments . such
as
heart America h ave invented sevTests at Chicago Medital disease , stroke , cancer, dia- eral new devices for aiding
920 WALNUT STRE ET • PH ILADELP HIA , PA 191 0 7
the handicapped For the
School
have shown
D- betes, and obesity .
( 21 5 ) 9 2 5 .. 83 31
phenyl alani ne (DPA) to be ... . For a Mary la nd family to hard of hea r ing, there is a
'an effective pain killer by in- move t he same weight of trans i st or radio that amplifies
• PHYSICIANS' SUPPLIES • DIAGNOSTICS
hibiting o ne of the enzymes household goods a similar radio ,
television ,
and
• OFFICE DESIGNS
• LABORATORY
res ponsible fo r destroying distance out-of-state as with- m ovies,
in
addition
to
the opiate-like enkephal ins. in state woul d cost 40% to specia l b linking toys which
• DECORATI NG SER VICE • DISPOSAB LES
Patients suffering from dis- 67% more bec aus e, w h ile encourage deaf youngsters to · . I ·
• FURNITURE
orders such as muscle in - intrastate compet ition holds communicate . For the blind , I • CONSTRUCT IO N
flammation, crippling arthri - down costs, . the Interstate a beeping baseball and other I • FINANCING
• EQU IPM EN T REPAI RS
tis, and low-back pa in re- Commerce
Commission such
sporting equ ipment I •SPECIAL STU DE NT DISCOUNTS !!
ported themselves as being ap proves higher rates set by have been a product of their I
in · less pain t han when un- rate bureaus . If t his contrast researc h .
But - the most I
dergoing procedures such as between urregulated , com.- amaz ing produ ct co uld be a · I
for . th e I
surgery acupuncture, or use petitive rates and ICC-regu - . "yel I-a-phone"
of strong analge sics . Tests lated rates exist s natk>nwide, paralyzed individual which is I
showed freedom from pain it is then estimated that preprog rammed with fre- I
for up to 30 days af ter t ermi - American fa m il ies are spend - q uen tly dialed numbers . A
nati ng D PA t reat m ent .
in g at least $240 million per specifi c two-seco nd so und
... A · Lou isiana
Federals year for interst at e movi ng in by an im mobi le person acti Appeal s .Court has over~ exces s of what they need . be vat es t he phone, and a set urned a ruling of the Occu- spending .
co nd sound mak es it st op at
pational Safety and Health .. . A 23 pound Pocket Bi~ a chosen number.
Administration
(OSHA ) cycle has been patented by
limiting _ occupational ex- two Newton , Mass. inven HOME HEAL TH CARE • ·
This
· five-speed
posure to benzene to one tors.
part per million averaged collapsible. touring bike has
• COMMOD ES
• OXYGEN
over an eight-hour work day no hinge, but is instead, like
• 1.P P.B.
• WAL KERS
Freshly Homemade Soups
and forbidding skin contact a sus pension bridge, de•
OXYGENATOR
Sandwiches and Salads
• T .E.NS.
with solutions containing signed with struts and cables
Truly Homemade Pastries
more than 0.5 % benzene by . that form a diamond around
I
• BEDS
• OfHHOPEDiC
Generous Sundaes
volume . The court's reason- a collapsible seat post and
I,
• WHEEL CHA IRS .
APPLIANCES
ing was that the OSHA failed t he main frame tube .
1141 Pine Street
:
• W HIR LPOOL
• TRACT !ON
to determine the cost / bene- .. . Over 100 people have
574-0586
fit relationship of its .rulirig . filed a $1 .8 billion cl 4ss ac:
!A ll A s'- ig n n,cn ts A cce p te d !
Sun .-Thurs 10:30 Midnight
(Con sumers_ Union News ) tion suit on behalf of all con Fri.··Sat.
10:30:-12:30
AM
.. . " In t he Winner's Corner sumers against Firestone Tire
With
Complex
Carbohy- and Rubber Company . These
drates", by Candace Arthur plantiffs claim that Firestone
and Paul Cifrino indicates knowingly failed to correct '
that eating complex carbo - def~cts
including
" tread
hydrates found . in vege- separation and chunking,
,102~
tables, breads, beans, and steei-bel_t separation or shiftfoods such .as pasta , noodles, ing , sidewall bl isters , bead
and rice instead of exces s fat di stortion , and out-of-round
Friendly, talented service and a discount with Jefferson ID's
and sugar can aid in prevent- . conditions".
in g and be used in treating . .. Telephone Pioneers of

I~

I

MORE THAN
JUST

· ICE CREAM

'I
:

I
:

~-------------------------~-)

BIL.L. 'S DEN

Barber and Unisex Hair .Stylist

Chestnut St.

CAHS News._
by Roslyn Taylor
The Coll ege · of Allied
Health
Sciences
Student
Advisory Committee , · the
student
government
mechanism for all Programs
with in the College, has
resumed its regular schedule
of meetings for the 1978-79
academic year .
At the January 24 meeting
of the SAC, the Reverend
Leon Sullivan was named as
the probable Merves ~ecturer
on Wednesday Apri l 18 . College _of
All.ied
Health
Sciences rep resentation in
the Ariel was again di scussed
and Roslyn Taylor (Baccalaureate Nursing) is now acting as liason w ith the Ariel
staff . Dean Abrams reported
on the subj ect o f snow days
for the Colle_ge and sa id t hat
th e deci sion t o ca nc el c lasses
d ue to snow and i ncl ement
weather wi ll be Jn ade accordi ng to th e pol icy of eac h
departm ent, si nce the Co llege as a w hole canno t have
·its own snow number.
Andy A ker (Cytot echnology) , the new chai rman of the
Col lege
Soc ial
Sub-comm ittee , re port ed plan s for the
Co ll ege of All ied Healt h Sciences second Ann ual W inter
Soc ial to be - held Friday
February 16. This will be a
free sem i-forma l occasio n
with buffet and a D .J. for th e
Col lege . students, guest and
faculty . The Student Handbook Sub-committee subr
mitted a detailed tab ie of

content s for the proposed
handbook, to be approved
by the classes in the College .
Plan s for th e .Alumni Dinner
' Dance June 1, and a Coffee
Hour on February 26 were re. ported by the Alumni Relations Sub-committee .
Other
issues discussed
were College of Allied Health
Science;
participation
in
intramural sports and the
possibility of ' awarding t ro phies ; SAC participation in
the interviewing proces s for a
new · D irector of Student
Affairs and Services; and increase in tuiti~>n next year for
which no defin jte figures are
yet available ; SAC continu. in g rep rese ntation on the
.Commons Board ; and ticket
allocation fo'r commen cement . The next SAC m eetin g
is sc hedul ed hr Wedn esday,
Febru ary 19 at 12 noon , in M25 Jefferso n Alumni Hall. All
are invi ted t o attend.

More On
The Boaros
[Continued from page 1]
who wor k hard and have
been su cc es~ful at Jefferson
sho uld j u st continue to work
hard and they sh ould have
no p roblems. T ho se studen t s
whose acade m ic profiles are
lower need to be concerned
and .· can possibly benefit
from counseling con cerning
their effort for the boards.
;

.. {

By Appointment

Monday thru Saturday
SAM to SPM

MA7-8923

P. J. MORIARTY'S
1116 Walnut St. ·
-

I

Quality-Gourmet ·Burgers
and
meal ·size salads

DRAFT BEER
W ide selection ~ of
·domestic and

imported beers

open 11 am to 2 am

Ariel
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SMIRKING

PROHIBITED?~

by Risus Sardoniou~
look on his face resembling a Christensen 's,
Lysine ,
smirk . Hence , the name of Mycosel , Bern , NaCl, Taxo P,
[AKA John Radomski]
The Student Newspaper of Thomas Jefferson University
Taxo A , and income taxo.
On the morning of January the disease. How clever .
Jefferson Alumni Hall , Box 27
It
was
the
consistent
At press time the causative
ninth, also known as Black
1020 Locust Street ; Philadelphia, PA 19107
Publish ed at DP Graphics, 4015 Walnut Street
Tuesday,
the
sophomo_re opinion of the representative_ agent had not been isolated,
·Executive Editor .
Seth B . Paul
class was stricken with a rare from the Pharmy department but the chairman reported
Asso~ iate Editor
Warren J. Ventriglia
(actually unknown before- that the etiologic agent· was that it was EXQUISITELY senBusiness Manager .
. Fredric Jay Matlin
hand) disease, smirking . Un- emanating from .the dreaded sitive to absolutely nothing .
U niversity News .
John Patrick Welch
fortunately
the
ailment tape recorder animal. This E. Jawetz in his 'l atest edition
World News
George Robert Coar
Editorials Editor
.... .. . . .. Steve Levine
chose to rear its ugly head · puzzled the micro masters, (released yesterday) calls this
the
Sophomore
since they had never heard ailment
. . Mark Rubin and Brad Feldstein
Features
during
the
ten
o 'clock
Sports Editor
. Eli Saleeby
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acknowledged
masters of ous week explaining how freshman class, the · micro
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epidemiological
investiga- some very exotic diseases are department has vowed that
year's
bacteriology
tion,
the
"micro found in cat feces, beaver next
pond water, the Lenigrad component of the course will
maurauders",
were
~umSewer System, Big Boulder not focl!s on so many trivial
moned to the sc;.ene. They
· Resort,
armadillos, antigens, capsules and cell
were told by the security de- Ski
rabbits,
fleas,
rats,
hot dogs, wall structures. Instead, only
partment to drop whatever
they were doing and come cows, mosquitos, pigs, and clinically relevant material of
on.. down. Unfortunately- for sandflies, they dedded not immediate use to young,
by Steve Levine ·
the custodial people they to take any chances with this budding physicians will be
Why are so many medical school "teachers" across the took this command literally . baby . Very carefully the sus- covered. The lecture will be
pected tape machine was ·· given on January 15 from 9country part-time teachers and full-time researchers? Why is They were preparing fecal
the young basic science professor -encouraged to "forget _ unknowns for lab at the time . transported via Brink's trucks . 9:50 a.m .; lab will be canto the third floor . Since the celled .
about teaching for a while and establish (himself) as a reFinally, the department of
After conducting extensive growth requirements for the
searcher"? Why is little, if any , consideration given to teachwere
not Community Health and Preing ability when hiring and or promoting a medical school· interviews with the professor smirk animal
known, they decided to ventive Medicine, forever
instructor? Although there are many economical and practi- and several students , the
shoot the whole wad. The searching for a meaningful
were
characcal reasons given for these conditions to exist, it seems to me symptoms
· to be both illogical and counterproductive for a " teacher" at · terized . The affected student tape recorder was triple existence, decided to act to
streaked on TSA , MAC , HE , prev-en·t a rec urrenc e of the
a medic.al school to be a poor lecturer with an inability to get will close his notebook ,
WPA
, CIA , NATO , and Pol disease. They were last seen
throw
his
pen
Into
the
nearmaterial across to the students . The present semi-solution, to
Pot blood agar plates. Also c han ging the No Smoking
permit the poor instructor to leave the le_cture hall perma- est trash receptacle and
nently, is a waste of tuition dollars fr.om the students and thereupon stare into th-e lec- the following media were in- signs around Jeff H-al I to read
noculated :
TSI,
Simon 's, No Smirkin g.
capitation funds from government--both of which are intend - turer's eyes with a ridi c ulous
ed to pay directly for the education of students .
I realize that a researcher who is bringing in a large grant
provides both an " overhead percentage" to the school and a
portion of his own salary through that grant; I also und erstand the great importance of medical research and the
prestige and acclaim that "good rese arch " can brin g t o th e
T-he senior block issue - why was it defeated, who's for it,
researcher , his school and department. Being as these factors
merit as much consideration as the others mentioned above , who's against it, is there any chanc·e of it passing, and-w~at . Eye of Horus : precursor to
I certaiDIY am not advocating the abolition of research in - can the students do to improve its chances?
prescription simbol Rx .
medical schools . I propose a compromise instead, a compro Repeated poll s of the senior class condu cted on matc h day
mise whereby we may attempt to combine the motivating with nearly 100% responding have shown th at more than
and dynamic lecturer with the scholarly and and diligent r.e- 70 % of the students would have prefer~e d four week se nior
searcher.
blocks . Why? There are at least four good reasons. Under the
To achieve these ends, I submit the following- four pro- four week syst em the students would have more respons iThe Eye of Horus was a
posals to the department heads and administrators here at · bility for their senior year curriculum ; instead of only three
·
electives , they would have five. Secondly, students would
talisman used in ancient
Jefferson :
First of all, when hiring a new faculty member, attempts have- a more varied and diversified exposure in their senior -Egyptian times to oppose
should be made to attract people who are interested in and year. More students would take electives like Radiology , disease · and suffering of
capaole of teaching as well as performing research . This is of Et".-JT, Neurology, Rehabilitation Medicine , EKG, etc . Thirdly,
humans . It was found on
prime importance when hiring a .new department head . Being students would be permitted to spend two blocks away from
vases dating 1soo B.C.,
as his influence will be instrumental in the hiring of junior Jefferson. It is common knowledge that one's chances for
which perhaps served as
faculty members, - a chairman who is interested in medical getting a certain residency increase by taking an elective containers
ol medicines.
education will tend to find other faculty members with simi- there . For those students interested in Family Medicine and , Though magical, its use had
lar ideas .
Internal Medicine residencies, which are increasingly more a powerful curative effect on
Secondly, when choosing various faculty members to difficult to obtain, the -opportu.!_l ity to visit two of the insti -o
people of that time. The
teach large blocks _of material , look fo.r the professor wh_ose tutions applied to would be a welcome addition to the senior following ,
t~ken
from
teaching style is well developed arid whose desire to teach is year. Finally, a four week block system would make it easier
Medicine:
An
Illustrated
high . While one or two hours of poor instruction is an of.ten to schedule electives away from Jefferson, since nearly all
History (Lyons · and . Petunavoidable situation, a stretch of fifteen to twenty lectures other medical schools operate on a four week system rucelli) , describes . the refrom a less than competent professor can be disastrous to the ·
Who is against the proposal , but would be willing to live
lation of the Eye of Horus in
instructor and the students .
with it? - the clinical sciences. They oppose the motion for the Egyptian Mythological
Thi-rdly, I propose that student reviews and opinions of lee- the following reasons. The change would mean more work order .'
"All deities were assocturers be used as primary guides in the determination of the initially for them . Effort would · be required to adjust their
strengths and weaknesses of a particular instructor in the lee-" teaching package to four weeks . There would be increased
iated _with some aspect of
tur~ hall. While students may be unable to judge the quality adrTI'inistrative work involved with scheduling . Most impor- health or illness . Many began
of the content of lectures without further study , they are cer- tantly, the proposal would mean more work for departmental
as· local divinities, later to be
tainly the best jud-ges of whether a lecturer is getting his point secretaries, who arrange switches within the year . Some of taken up by the whole kingacross .
the clinical departments who see the bulk of their students on
dom as cosm.ic gods. Others
Finally, to encourage teachers to be actively improving an elective basis only, are opposed to the motio.n because it were melded into some other
their teaching abilities, I propose that the level of these decreases the student's exposure to their discipline by two deity . Ra, -the sun-god , held
abilities be given increased consiaeration in the determina- weeks. A fe\.V of the departments contend that their material
the highest place in the pantion of faculty promotions . With such an economic driving can't be taught in four weeks time . However, all of the five
theon . Isis , symbol of earthforce at their backs, /poor lecturers might begin to work hard- track programs (except Surgery which has yet to be inter- mother , was worshipped as a
er when preparing their presentations; they might try to ~is- viewed) have admitted that were the four week block system
healing goddess. Her cult
cover and ·correct their weak poi~ts ; they might find some instituted, they could tolerate it without too much hardship.
persisted for many centurnew and innovative approaches to the teaching of some p'reWhp is strongly .opposed to the proposal? - two of the basic
ies: .. A brother of Isis was
viously dry, boring and confusing material.
science departments . . Why? They claim that they can 't in- Osiris, a personification of
What would be the results of the implementation of such ·crease the number of student-faculty contact hours from ten the Nile, who was dismemsuggested programs? First and f~remost , the quality of edu . . to fifteen per week . They contend that their stude,nts are bered by yet another brother,
cation received here at Jefferson would increase dramatically working maximally already and could . not possibly-put in an the evil Seth . Isis lay upon
without a substantial decrease in the quality or quantity of extra hour per' day ir. conference or lab . One department her brother Osiris , restored
research. Not only would the student be happier with the insists that it is impossible' for students to write a research -· him, and concieved his son, ·
lecturer , the lecture and the material presented , (thus making paper in four weeks . Both of these departments decry the Horus . Seth, who together
it easier for him to learn) but also, the professor might begin depth of understanding and the academic excellence that with his sister and nefarious
to enjoy his teaching duties . That,. of itself,should stimulate would be sacrificed . Their final argument is that they are consort, Nephthys, .was a
the lecturer to conti-nue to improve . Finally, by encouraging tired of giving up their curriculum time . Ten years ago they prime bringer of disease to
the development of good teaching skills as well as proficient reli11quished many hours in the first two ·years with the humans, then destroyed the
research techn.ique among the instructors, administrators and proviso that they would get six weeks in the senior year - eye of Horus. Thouth, the :
department heads would be contributing to the overall now, they don't want that time whittled down to four weeks .
source of all knowledge and
[Continued on page 5]
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[C ontinued from page 4]
Feb . 5, Mon.
6PM
Diploma
Nursing
Basketball,
If only two departments were adamant in their opposition ,
(Roxborough), Memorial Hall , Fairmount
why did t he four week proposal lose? The answer is that the
. Park
clinical departments who would have · lived with the change
Feb. 7, Wed .
1 PM, University Hour " Joe and Penny
were not willi.ng to fight for it. Preferring the status quo, they
Aronson - Folk Songs and Humor" Thomas
voted against it also.
E~kins LoungeCSocial Lounge), Jeff Hall.
Is there any hope? - Yes , one final vote on this issue is
BPM
O scal Ghiglia,. Guitarist, $2 .00 tickets
scheduled for late February. The motion has a chance of
available in the Commons Office, M-63 ,
winning if the clinical departments can be convinced to fight
Jeff Hall,Univ . Museum 33rd and Spruce .
for the students.
. No one on the Faculty Curriculum Committee has argued
9PM-12AM T. G . Party cafeteria . Guest
against allowing students-more freedom and responsibility in
Feb . 9, Fri.
passes and l.D .'s required ., Pick up guest
their senio_r year. Few have contended that it would not be
passes from receptionist, Jeff Hall no later
pr.eferrable tp have more graduates with clinical exposure in
than 4 :00 PM Friday.
Radiology, Neurology, ENT, or Rehabilitation Medicine .
Most members would like to improve the seniors' chances of
matching. But what about the arguments made by the basic
Feb . 14, Wed. 1PM University House, I.Ijames Shea -VicePresident of Temple University, author of
sciences? If freshmen spend seven hours per day in contact
" Jogging" will discuss ~ ' Running for your
with faculty (3 hours lecture, 4 hours lab), read class notes,
Life" Room 139 Jeff Hall.
handouts, and texts, as well as study for exams; isn't it conceivable that seniors could spend 3 hours per day in contact
4:30 PM , Commons Board M-21 Jeff Hall.
with faculty, as well as read their journal articles and prepare
their research paper? Isn't the academic excellence achieved
Feb. 15, Thurs. 7PM
Diploma
Nursing
Basketball
and the depth of understanding reached more a function of a
(Lankenau) Episcopal Academy .
student's motivation than the amount of time he is forced to
spend in the block? In the four week syst'em , the motivated
Feb . 18, Sun . ' 3PM
Cushion
concert ,
PCPA Jazz
student could easily take two basic science blocks if he preEnsemble, cafeteria center, Jeff Hall,
ferred. (H e would still be left with four electives).
· $1.00 commons members and students
'By the time- this year's sophomore c lass becomes seniors ,
and $2 .00 guests .
they 'll be pay ing $7,000 + for tuition . Students e·m ergi ng
from th e ju nior year are used to working ve ry hard . Maybe · Feb. 21 , Wed . 1PM University House ,
Dr . Eugene
students are saying that the country c lub lif e of the senio r
Garfield , Director of the In stitute for
year is getti ng too expensive, and that they'd like more for
Scientif ic Information . So l is Cohen. their money. The four week senior block proposal wil I give
them more - much, much more . Student's pleas have been
Feb. 23 , Fr i.
7PM and 9PM . Comedy film '' Never Give
ignored for too many years. Th is year is the year to pass 4
Sucker an Even Break" Sol_i's Cohen , Jeff
week senior blocks ! Here are the names of t he Faculty CurriHall.
culum Committee memb~rs - tell th em how you feel!
Jussi Saukkonen , M . D.
Arthur Allen , Ph .D .
Gonzalo E. Aponte, M .D.
Paul C. Brucker , M.D .
A ll e n ). Ers /e v, M .D .
Paul}. Fink, M . D.
James fox, M.D .
Joseph Gonnella , M . D .
E. Marshall.Johnson, Ph .D.
Tyrie Jenkins - Class '80

James Lee , M .D .
Sylvester Mobley, M . D .
Irving). Olshin, M.D.
Jarnes Piumb, M. D.
Jam es Spath, Ph .D .
Michael Starrels . M. D.
Robert Steiner, M .D .
Wolfang Vogel , Ph .D .
Diana Brown - Class '79
Jo hn W. Smith 11 - Class '81

f~b.

26, Mon.

Feb . 27 , Tue s.

6PM Diploma Nursing Basketball, (Bryn
Mawr), Memorial Hall , Fairmount Park .
11AM-2PM , Mardi Gras luncheon , Jeff
Hal l, Cafeteria .

1PM University House, Dr . Leon Peris
and Dr. Benjamin Kendall, Jeff faculty will
Feb. 28, Wed. discuss " Flying and Scuba Diving ", RM
, 139, Jeff Hall.

AMSA Ambles On
Last fall found AMSA a
very
active
organization
about Jefferson . Three seminars at Jefferson and o ne
regional workshop in New
Yo rk City head the 'I ist of
activit!es t hat kept members
and non-members alike current on issues of interest to
m edica l students.
The Survival Seminar last
September featured a panel
of ! students with a wide
variety of experiences at Jefferso n . Married students ,
women·, and Penn State-JefProgram
stu dents
ferson
were among those given
hints on how to survive academically
and
t hriye
soc ially . One cou ld not leave
without a 'strong sense of the
diversity of the student body .
A hi ghly relevant se minar
· last October conside red the
consequences of stress . Dr .
Fink gave an introduction to
the psychology of stress. Dr .
Rupp discussed the _physiology of stress. Dr . Margolis
spoke on the use of hypnosis
in the prevention of ulcers in
burn patients. It is believed
that burn patients frequentJy
develop u leers due to the
stress inherent in their convalescence. Dr. Amar spoke
.on biofeedback and a4togenic relaxation. Dr . Berentini di scussed Yoga and
meditation .
In November there was a
Bus iriess Seminar featuring
the Mutual Association for
Professional Services and
Price Waterhouse Inc. , an

accounting f irm. The represe ntatives of these organ izatio ns encouraged students
with fami I ies and those on
loans to strongly consider I ife
in-surance . The - pres er:itation
also featured a speaker from
the AMA and a-presentation
on the financial aspects of
opening a new practice .
AMSA
The
regi onal
workshop was held last
October ?t ML Sinai Medical

School. Jefferson sent nin e
freshm en .
The
program
includ ed
sessions
_on
socialized medicine, death
and
dying ,
human·istic
m ed ic in e, and preparations
for the national convention
thi s March in Denver .
' Last December an AMSA sponsored event occurred at
Jefferso n. It wa s ·entitled
Communities and Care : A
[Continued on page 6]

We call these two our super models
because they' r·e desigried to
keep you super warm!
Both are poly-filled and have
thick pile lined hoods with .
synthetic fur trim. Tliey
sport heavy zippers and
button storm flaps. Waist
lengt h N28 has a sage nylon
/satin shell. XS to XL. $85.
Hip length N38 has sage cotton/nylon shell. S to XL.
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[Continued from page 4]
physician to the gods, healed
the eye of Horus.
" Following
this
divine
example,
Egyptian
royal
couples were often brother
and sister. The custom of
sibling marriage was also
adopted at court, and eventually by the lower classes . By
. the second century A .D ., it
was estimated that twothirds of the citizens of
Arsinoe were offspring of
sibling unions ."
. This anecdote illustrates
well the age-old belief in the
supernatural.
Throughout
much of our Western cultural
development, s;milar tales of
magical cures have proliferated, and continue , in·deed, into our current "enlightened"
practice
of
medi c ine .
The
so-called
" Placebo effect" is a prime
example. The fact is that
people need a sprink l ing of
i'mag ic ", and many will expect this from us in our
future
practice .
Though
lacking in tangib le para meters, perhaps we can
come to understand why
people need such an item.
This understanding would
have far-reaching clinical
applicat ion , especially in the
primary care field. Many of
t hese patients will benefit
from o ur judiciou s use of the
" placebo effec t", just as the
ancients were placated by
t he ever-watchful Eye of
Horus .

CENTRAL UNIFORMS
1137 Chestnllt Street

A great place - right on on campus -

for
• Medical Jackets • Lah Coats
e lTniforms
• Scrub Apparel
·e Bandage Scissors • Stethoscopes
• Medical Footwear
All at a discount to students

GENUINE ·AIR FORCE
FLIGHT PARKAS .
They're the real McCoy

Prescription
Postscipt
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RELATIONSHIPS
by Robert L. Brent
all ow t he st udents to (de nti fy
Th ere are certai n ingredi- a nd iso late the sc ho lar ly inents t hat are esse nt ial fo r teraction from th e personal
o pt im al interperson al re- interacti on .
lat ionshi ps . Altho ugh it may
W hat are some of t he preseem apparent that stu dents j udices o f facu lty membe rs
can m ore readi ly learn from th at may p re vent th em fro m
someo ne t hat they respect hav ing affecti o n and · respect
and like , yo u may w onder fo r certai n medical stu dents
how impo rta nt it · is for: the · and in rare rnstances , al I
teacher to respect and like medical students? ·
t he student . In th e 1950's
There is an occasi ona l
Carl Rogers pub l is hed a faculty member that may not
"most · cited" paper in t he be supportive of th e increaswhi c h ing number of women in
m ed ical · li terature
stated t h at psychotherapy m edi c ine . Amon g the prew as d oomed to fa ilure, if the cl inica l sc ienti sts you may
t herap ist di sl iked his p atien t . rarel y e ncounter a teac her
In o ther word s, an o pti m al w ho has a basic an imosity
env ironment for successf ul to ward ph ysic ians, beca use
· therapy, is for the therapist he feel s they earn too mu ch
to have signifi cant affection money or he has other negaand compassion for his pa- tiv e stereotypes about phys itient . One may wonder cians . Even in th e clini cal
whether this relationship is years , negative experien ces
important ih other non-inti- · may occur such as the surgimate interactions . Most one- cal faculty member who
to-one teaching relationships think s less of a student beare more successfu·I if there is cause he is interested in psywarmth and affection - the c hiatry .
music teacher and his proteWhen a faculty member
ge, the investigator and his has subconscious prejudicial
graduate student. Learning feelings toward a student,
and advancement can occur the . educational interaction
in -the absence of warmth may not be optimal . Thereand affection, but the pro- fore, it is essent>ial to recoggress is more painful and less nize that there are two comrewarding .
ponents to every student When I first came to Jef- faculty interaction , the edu ferson ; I realized that some cational component and the
faculty members would emb- interpersonal
component.
arrass students during educa- Carl Rogers said that a nega-:tional interactions . It was tive interpersonal . relation believed by some fac ulty sh ip b etween psy chotheramembers
that
students pist and patient dooms the
would remember · these edu- psychotherapeutic· relationcational experiences . I think ship - it. need not doom the
they remember the pain, but student faculty relationship ,
not the facts or concepts .
since although the student is
In the Department of Pedi- dependent, he is not as vul atrics we emphasize that nerable as a pat ient with psyridicule is an inappropriate chi atri c symptoms . A stud ent
.
educational technique . In- must learn from all types of
fact we approach each new professionals .
teaching interaction with the
As students leave the prehope for a positive interac - c Ii n ical years they assume
tion and a successful educa- new responsibilities . Intertional experience. Since the personal relationships with
faculty in clinical depart- basic science . faculty are
ments were , once ' medical minimally related _·to the
students., there is usually a learn ing of the basic sciences
naturar empathy and identi- .and th e assimilation of the
. fication with them . Further- facts presented in "Introducmore, since most faculty tion To Clinical Medicine" . ·
members are physicians the During the last two years of
clinical faculty tends to re- medical school there is a graspect the medical profession , dual transition of the stualthough they may be quite d~nts' relationship with procritical of certain aspects of · fessional col leagues and / or
medicine.
teachers .
Some
students
When a faculty member thrive in this new environbecomes " extremely" critical m ent and others become
of certain aspects of medi- aware of problems that they
cine or medical education , it never had before . Beside s
learn medical
may interfere with his ability continuing
to be an effective teacher . It facts, history·taking , physical
is important for students to examination , tec hnical properce ive prejudi ces among cedures and writing differenthe fac ulty because it w ill tia l diagnoses , · the future

to
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physici an m us t be come a
st udent of int erperso nal relat ion ships. Students will beg in t o recognize whether
they have an affection for all
people or wheth~r · they are
having
difficulties
w ith ·
nurses, social workers and .
even some patients .
A student has the opportunity and responsibility to
·analyze his own interpersonal interactions and the
interpersonal interactions of
all other professionals - doctor- patient ,
doctor-nurse,
doctor-resident,
doctortechnician, nurse-nurse and
many others. Does a student
ever ask himself , " how will I
deal with patients", or ''with
all the professionals at a hospitar' . A perceptive student
should analyze all interpersonal diffi c ulties t hat are o b-

patien t c are . Wor kin g effecti v ely w ith other hea lth p ro fessional s is an essential ingredient in the delivery o f
quality health care . If one ignores the responsibility of
'learning about oh e' s self, the
stu dent is missing the opportunity to participate in one of
the most important mat'uring
processes of medical education .
I would suggest that any
student that has concerns
about his or her ability to
deal with patients or health
professi'onals, ought to speak
with his student advisor or a
clinical faculty member of .
his choice . There is no more
maturing educational process than active, conscious ,
participation in the interpersonal interactions involved
in becoming a heal t h ca re

complished by cri t ical ly analy zing on e's o wn int eract ions, bu t students can begi n
by cr iti cally observing the
variou s interperson al relation ships in t he health care
field.
As a student of medic ine
you have th e responsib ility
of continuing your sc ho larshi p for the rest of your l ife .
Because interpers onal relation ship.s are so important
in c linical m edi c ine you have
a second and more important
responsibility and that is to
be a critical observer of in-:terpersonal relationships, in cluding your own. Utilize
your time in medical school
to work on th is facet of your
clini cal competence,
becau se thi s will be the only
time when you can do thi s
w ithout the full burden of

served during the process o f

profes sional . Th i s i s b est a c -

clini ca l r es p o n s ibility .

AMSA Keeps
[Continued from page 5]
Political and So~ ial Per- ·
spective of 1llness and What
Can Be Done . There were
sixty participants from lo cal
medical school s and from as
far away as New Mex ico . The
program examined the \/\:'. av
hospitals
do
and . don't
respond
to
community
needs. This was done on the
local level with the help of
State Representat ive David
P. Richardson and on an
international level with Dr .
Walter Lear, who discussed
the nature of health care in a
capitalist society .
In February there will be a
Public Health Seminar for
people on National Health
Service Corps Scholarshj ps .
The program wi II be explained by people from the
Public · Health Service , and
students and graduates of the
program . The options avail able to the graduate will be
given special attention . .
Also , on February 6, David
Reed will be givin g a slide
show o n hi s recent tr ip to
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On Ambling

Red China . A re cent graduate every m ed ica l sc hool . It sets
of Jefferson , Dr . Reed is a internal p oli cy , discusses
former national t reasurer of soc ial issues, and passes
AMSA and North Ameri c an re soiutions .
representative to the- InterIn addition , to special
national Federation of Stu- eve nts, AMSA constantly
dents Medical A sso c iations. provides valuable ongoing
The program will take place serv ices to its members .
at the Medical College of From medi c al equ (pment
to
informative
Pennsylvania at 7 :30 PM . in surance
Immediately
after
the publication s, AMSA remains ·
presentation, there will be ,a : a chief guardian of the
medical student's interests .
meeting to organize a local
AMSA coop for bopks and
medical supplies .
The culmination of this
year's AMSA activity will
take
place
·in
Denver,
Colorado on March 21-25 .
Every local AMSA . chapter
will be sending delegate s to
the convention. There will be
displays by manufacturers ,
health
concerns , . health
systems ,
pharm~ceutical
companies ,
and
medical
equipm ent companies . There
will also be seminar s on
health-related topics and a
meeting of the House of
Dele gates. This body consists
of tw o representatives from

, Nurses.·s-ball
[Continued from page Bf ·
Epi scopal Acad emy is the
site for Thursday's matc hes .
A free bus leav es for al I
games
from
11th
and
W alnut.
Monday February 5 TJU
Presbyteri an
Thu rsday February 8 TJU
Bryn M awr
M o nd ay Febru ary 15 TJU
Lankenau
Thu rsday February 26 TJU
's rv n.M.awr

vs
vs
vs
vs
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LORDS Of THE BOARDS
Along with an untested NU
With the winter months SIGMA NU I; all are uncomes
Jefferson's
most defeated in league play and
popular intramural sport - looking to land a playoff
. basketball . This season a birth ..
With AKK losing nearly
record 29 teams entere-d the ··
race for ' the " A" and · " B" everyone from last year's
championship squad , the
league championships.
While the " A" league " A" league title is up for
features competition bet- grabs this year . With the
ween the top 'faculty,· grad talent
dispersed
evenly
students, med. students , and throughout the league, only
Jeff employees, the " B" · 2 unbeaten teams remain
league offers the part-time after 3 games. Thus far ( the .
basketball player plenty of most impressive team has
exercise and a less intense been Bob Click 's SIMIAN
athletic atmosphere . The SMOKERS , an independent
teams to watch of the team composed largely · of
soph more
and
senior
sevent~en entered are Kim
Carpenter's
PH I
ALPHA medical student s , led by
SIGMA squad, BACKROW Click, Warren Ventriglia, Jon ;
and Seth Pau I.
Junior led by Steve Fla sner , Adams,
George Rohror's .AKK team , However, it won 't be easy for
and the Senior All-Stars the Smokers with Phi Alph
captained by Steve Cherry . and Phi . Chi again fielding

by Vincent Viscomi

powerhouses . Tom Griffin 's
PHI ALPHA SIGMA
has
featured a balanced offense
and hustling defense in. their
opening two victories arid
Andy Farkas' Phi .(hi crew,
last
year 's
bridesmaids,
return nearly all their starters
giving them, perhaps., the
most depth in the league .
This year's sleeper could be
the Grad Students coached
by Steve Eaton. Both the
Grad Students and Warriors
are loaded with TJU employee talent and , in all
probability / should _ get
tougher
as -the
season
progress es . If the. first few ·
games a(e an accurate indication of what is to come,
this year 's " A' league title
c hase wil.I be the most exciting in recent years .

[Continued from page 1]
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or
Part I prediction 5.23(C & T)
-t4 .99(S & F) +2 .67% correct
on the path fin al) - 507 . S. E.
55 .
380 is the passing mark for
the · Boards . Note that Dr.
Mackowiak emphasized that
this is only an estimate and
that there is a standard error
of 55 . This means, of course,
that the whole Ariel staff
might just be available again
next year to run the .paper.
Fifth, Seth Paul, sophmore
student .extraordinare, has
not transferred to Hershey as
was widely anticipated after
he fell in love with a football
(ala Mork) that he found
. there last month. , n order to
entice him to stay at 'Jeff, we
of the Ariel offered him the
- position of Editor-in-Chief
(replacing Emily who has -

Addressers

Wanted
lmmediat~ly! Work at home -no experience necessary -excel lent pay . Write Amer ican
Service,· 8350 Park Larie, Suite
.
12F, Dallas, TX 75231
BECOME A . COLLEGE CAMPUS
DEALER. Sell Brand Name Stereo
Components at Lowest prices.
High profits ; NO INVESTMENT
REQUIRED . For details, contact :
FAD Components, Inc ., 65
Passaic Ave., P.O . Box 689 ,
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006,
1lene Orlo\vsky 201-227-6800 .

SERVICES OFFERED
Experienced medi cal illustrator
available to do charts, graphs ,
overlays ,
anaschemati cs,
tomical
and
surgical
illustrations . If interested contact
Susan Shapiro Brenman at 9854951

VALENTINE'S DAY
AUD MY LOVE - HAPPY
VALENTIN E' S DAY- JEFFREY

News DrOught Continues
.Slick, Julius Guarino and this
rep'orter . . The · laughter
gen~rated .by this scene has
kept this reporter smiling for
the last three weeks . When
asked about the 10th street
t'iasco, Ed 5aid : " It was fun,
but please don 't tell anyone
about it ." wJ promised .
Third, Emily Wofford, our
former Editor-in-Chief, flew
to Casablanca last week in
order to get a . first hand
interview with Dr . Shea . Unfortunately for Emily, Dr.
Shea flew back to the U .S .
before Christmas and is recuper.ating .just · fine . Fortunate
for us, however, we only
gave Emily a one-way ticket .
Fourth, Dr. Mackowiak
addressed the
Spphmore
class last month and. told the
assemblea students that they
were not in danger of flunking the National Boards . Part
I .en masse . However, he
d idn't make any promises
about
individual per .formance. In order to alleviate
anxiety Dr . Mackowiak also
presented the " Duke's" formula for predicting National
· Boards
performance.
For
those of you who missed it,
here's the formula:
Part I prediction 1 .25 (Cell
and Tissue Final Grade) +
9 .22(Structure and Function
Final Grade) + 2.88(Percent
correct on the pathology final) - 531 . S. E. 55

JOBS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

taken to talking with strange by swear on a book of normal
men in fog-shrouded airports values : · He Was There! (of
in Casablanca} . We also _had course I don 't have any idea
to promise Seth a year long why he didn't get home until
supscription to the sports 1 :30 that ~ight or who the
page of the Inquirer , Bulletin
blonde aod brunette were
and
the
Penn_
State
·that he left with . j
Collegian . We let Seth keep
15 students who were
his - football in exchange for
interviewed at Jefferson last
his taking our long bombs
month will not be attending
(like this article) all the way
Jefferson
_ next
year .
out to the University of
Apparently, during the afterPennsylvania where they are
noon tours these 15 potential
typeset,prior to printing.
Jeff students were paraded
Sixth. Small group has not
through Solis-Cohen audibeen cancelled for the rest of
torium where they saw this
_the year for either Freshman
medical school in action.
or Sophmores ., Since Dr. Imagine the scene: - 32 (I
Copeland was n9t asked
counted
them)
stadents
about . this story we don't
scattered around the lecture
know what he might have
hall as though ?-fraid to be
said about it . However, our
recognized by their neighstudent .survey revealed the bor . Now - enter these 15
response of at least · one
students. What do they see?
student to be : " Oh - 'felder31 bleak and bleary eyed
garb ."
sophomore students craning
Seventh , . the escalators
their necks to gawk at these
still are rio t all working . We
three-piece suited hopefu Is.
didn 't ask anybody about this
The
scribe
didn 't
turn
story either, so we can 't ,tell
around , but kept on writing
you when t.h ey will all be
down the words which were
operational. But then you
emanating from the darkness
· really don 't need facts to
where it was presumed Dr'.
write these stories.
Karp was sta.nding . As the 15
The Flying Bull still has not
students were leaving, one
been published . Dan Flynn
was overheard to say: ''7,000
has not offered any explanadollars a year - they have go
tion for the demise of the
to be kidding !''publication . The Ariel tried
Lastly, th is reporter is not
valiantly last week to contact
him and ask about this de- going to flunk Micro. Dr.
plorable situation . As fate Mandie. promised this in exwould have it, however, Fred change for getting his name
, mentioned in the paper. like
Matlin couldn't find a dime
we said at the beginning of
to puLin the phone. When
this
article - no news is good
we pointed out to Fred that it
news
.
wasn't a pay phone he said
CALL
FOR STORIES : If you
that he didn 't know the number . When we dialed the know of anything which did
not happen at Jefferson renumber for Fred, be then
.
cently,
then you are just the
·said that he- had ads to sell
person
-we
need to write for
and left. By the way, if there
the Arie.I. We'll mol,d raw
is anybody out there that
knows the whole Bull story, talent into seasoned redrop us a line . We's like to porters overnight or any
otflier . time which might be
know .
more convenient. If you are
Ninth. Dr . Bluemle doesn's· interested - or just attractive
lie ... usually. Dr . Bluemle - just come and talk to this
impressed this reporter last editor any Wednesday aftermonth by . telling the truth noon between 1 an 3 in Solisabout "Lying to Patients" at' Cohen aL,1ditorium . If you
the Ethical Society meeting don't know who I am, just
which was held at Doc Wat- wake somebody up and
son's. In order that his wife they'll point me out for you.
will believe his story that he Besides, I'm the only b~ld
· was at Doc Watson's for ing, middle aged weirdo in
three hours after work in the class that isn't lecturing
·orderto present this fine and and who wears a T-shirt with
truly memorable talk, I here- EDITOR emblazoned on it .
I

•

Coming this spring: Jefferson
Skydiving • Club . WiitCh for
details.

Stretch your face at Watson's
Second Floor Tuesday Nights.
Music by Mad Dog Dilenno,
M. D . Thirty shots of Tequila and
still truckin'. An lnfundibulum
Production .

FOR SALE
Air Force Flight Jacket with
hood, rated to -40°F, very warm,
excellent condition, $35 . Call
Arthur DE 6-1822 .
Sale! 1) The Green house: A
most u n usu a I and versatile 1I 4
ton Jeep panel truck . The.price is
right, if you want to get into light
' hauling or just to get around in
" style. " 2) Yellow Studio Couch :
good condition , comfortable ,
reasonably priceq Call Brenda,
928-7948, 9AM-5PM.
RACQUETS FOR SALE. Squash ,
tennis , racquetball. Low prices .
Dunlop,
Slazenger ,
Wilson ,
Bancroft , etc. Restrings in nylon
and gut. Call Wendy , 925-4692 .
STEREO :
Techn i cs
SA500
Receiver $220 , Dual 1245 with
Sh.u re V15 IV $200 , Martin
Speakers
$200 / pair,
JVC
speakers $110 pair, Electrostatic
headphones $80. All in new
condition. Call 923-4651.

SUITE300
1624 LOCUST STREET
PHILADELPHIA . PA. 19103
(215) 545 - 1600/ 546- 4575

For the Medical Student:
Signature Loans, Premium financing, Counseling on future
financial planning and Insurance.
'
For the Intern or Resident:
. Sig~ature loans, Premium fmancing, Insurance and
Financial planning. Professional liability coverage,
Planning and implementation of services to set up initial .
· ,practice.
For the In Practice Physician:
Short and long term loans, Leasing, Accounting & Billing
Systems, Professional Office design, Investments, Tax
.Planning, Retirement plans, Financial planning and Insur·
ance, Profes·sional liability coverage.

~DELCREST(f)
Medical Products
and Service Co.

CENTER CITY BRANCH

Physicians· Equipment and Supplies
Distributors for Welch-Allyn, Tycos, Burdick, etc.

· Medicare Rental and Sales
Everything for the patient: hospital bed
wheelchairs etc. ·
We bill medicare for you when eligible

1109 Walnut St., Phlla., Pa. 19101
Phone - 923-1791
"On the· Jefferson· Campus"
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Hoopsters Bring It Down
Th e t eam incl udes a 1st
year reside nt in o rth oped ics,
·Fred Dalzell ; a senior, Bob
C l ick; four jun iors, Tom Crabiak , Bill Polachec k, Jim
Sp iegel, an d Pau l Kearn ey;
four · sophomores,
Mike
Rommel , Fran Day, Warren
Ventriglia, and Jon Adams ;
am:! 3 freshmen, Steve Pearson, Dave Tenn, and Bob
Pathroff
Paul Stander , a -2!
junior, is coach.
~
Last year's squad made it g
- to the playoffs , this year's ~
group ought to do the same . ~
So far the team has .one earn- - ~
ed victory over Temple Law , 0..
2
one four poi nt loss to Hahnemann , and a wi n by forfeit
ove r Temple Med . The team
is espec iall y stro ng at o ut - ·
by Eli Saleeby
side shootin g and defen se .
Now you can have you r
The defense espec ially tri es
to flesh -out in a visible way squash and eat it too . Th e
the school color s of black Commons Committee has reand blue, and frequ ently cently approved a plan
even members of v isiting whereby anyone affiliated
teams end up wearing our with Thomas Jefferson Uni colors before a game is versity as either a student ,
through. For th is there is · faculty member or . employee, may play squash at
little appreciation .

ZUCCIHNI

by Jon Adams
Friday nights about a
dozen or so otherwise normal
JMC
men
forsake
feminine fellowship for an
hour and a half as Jeff's representatives in the Philadelphia
Professional
School
Bas,ketbal! League. Thirteen
team s
compete:
Penn 's

Dental,
Veterinary,
and
Medical Schools, Temple's
Dental, Medical and Law
Schools,
Hahnemann,
PCO M, M CP, -Vill anova Law,
and the Schools of Podiatry
and Optometry as we! I as
Jefferson . Thus you can see
th is behavior is not unique to
Jeff .

Th e

g am es start at 7 :0 0

P.M . every Friday, in the
,gym through March . If you
need a breather from the
books, boob tube, or bar,
come on down for awhile .
You 'l l be glad to get back .

.NURSES .
EVERY SATURDAY

':l'T'~'L':l&l'l\l 'i'{':l'T''E
'F'ES'T'':l'V~'L

Homem'!-deSpaghetti orRavioli
with Meatballs, Sausage,Mushroom

·o rOil andGarlic
Saladand Desert Plus 1/4LitreofWine
215/922-3427

LAY IT UP
by Joyce Freidel
Jefferson 's stud ent nur ses
are o n t he ro ad to another
winnin g
seaso n .
Th ei'r
·success_fo rm ula is th e ret urn
of t he starting five, led by
se ni o.r
co-capt ain s Ka thy
Akoy, M auree n Di et zler and
Jea nn e Humphreyvi ll e p lu s
juni ors Sue Bergdo ll and
M ari anne M axwe ll . Th e t ea m
is und er the direct ion of
veteran
coac h
Hersc h
Kauoin.
Jefferson is currently rated
two in the league with a
record of 6-1. The only loss
suffered has been against
Lankenau.. Jeff hopes to
enhan ce its ranking with a
victory over Lan,kenau on
February 15th . The team is
anticipating a. good turnout
of spectators from the entire
university for the match with
Lankenau .
There are twelve gam es in
the official season whi ch
began in November and ends
in March . In addition to the
starting team members there
is Su e Albrec ht , Irene Foley ,
Mich elle
Lan gley ,
Kathi
M c Andrew ,
Di ane
Al es iewi ca, Sandy Smith ,
H elene Stair and
Di ane
W o lsi n .
Fa ns are welc om e to all
games. M o nd ay ga mes are
held at Mem o ri al Hall and
[Co n tinued on page ·6]

Squas h con , a sq u as h c lub lo-

cated

Square .

on
Washington
The
agreement

allows Jeff people free court ,
time from 8:00-11 :15 A .M .,
1: 30-4 : 15 P.M. and 9 :3011 :00 P .M . on Monday
through ·'Thursday , Friday
times are similar except
ev enin g pl ay is fro m 7 :309:30 P.M. · W ee kend co urt
tim e is fr om 4:00- 8 :00 P.M .
Tho se interested ·in pl ayi ng

must obt ain a Jeff Squas h
Club I. D . card from Br end a
Peterson , in the Commons
Offi ce . Cards are available
for $10 for Commons members (which includes all stu~
dents) and $20 for non Commons members . This
card along _with a Jeff l .D .
mu st be shown at Squashco n .

R ese r va ti o n s

f or c ourics

may be made up to a week

ahead tor ahemoon court
times.- and 24 hours in advance for evening time s.
Ma-ny th an ks to John Smith
11 , Wend y Za harko and EJ i
Saleeby for their effor ts in
th e negotiation s between
Common s and Squashcon .
As for eatin'g squas.h, w alk
do wn to t he Ital ian m arket
and select ..

PUCK LUCK
by Mark Repka
Despite many rumors th at
it would nev.er happen , t he
1979 v ersion of intramural
fl oor hockey has begun . Not ·
wanting a-repeat of the chaos
of last y ear , the six team
captain s m et with league
organizer, Mark Repka , to
work out riew rules and regulations . It is hoped that with
better
organiz~tion
and
control an entire season can
be completed without mul tiple reschedulings and more
importantly
without
any ,
serious
in1uries.
Quicker
whistles , strict enforcement
of the high sticking ·rule and
fewer chances for make up
games should go a long way
towards accomplishing these
goals .
· In early action this season ,
strong goaltending by After. noon Delight's Bob· Barsoti
and Backrow's Rich Heckert
keyed their , teams , to 2-0
starts . Both are i ndependent
team s composed of player swith prior floor hockey
experience . Phi Alph open ed
their season with a surprising
victory over AKK and are

c urrentl y in · a seco nd pl ace
ti e w ith Ph i Chi at 1-1 . Fres hman Steve Pe arson , co uld
be an importan r fi gure for
Phi Alph . As for AK K, a preseas on favo rit e w ith return ing re gulars, Mike Kornhauser, Dave Fishman , Steve
Myrick and others , things
have not been going so well.
An 0-'2 start here can be attributed to an inability to put
· the puck in the net . Scorin g
problems have also plagued
Nu Sigma Nu, who have
been shut out in each of their
first two games . Nu Sig is
solid on defense with Vince
Viscomi and Mitch Rivitz,
but to be really competitive
they will have to come up
vvith a scorer . Phi Chi ~as
been a real mystery team th is
year . Without having played
a game they are still in
second place . Maybe one of
these days Rov. " Gump"
Maynard will get to prove
that he can indeed play goal .
Overall there is amazing
balance in the league thi s
yea r. Thi s shoul\) make for a
very interest ing and com petitive race for playoff
spots.

